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As the nation’s infrastructure continues to age, the number of structural 
deficiencies is rising.  Accordingly, there is a great need and desire to replace 
these failing components in a quick and efficient fashion.  Prefabricated elements 
for structures such as bridges and parking decks are commonly implemented in 
this process in order to save both time and money.  These prefabricated 
elements are often subjected to moving live loads during construction and repair 
which, consequently, result in differential movements occurring across the joints 
connecting the elements of these structures.  Potential reductions in joint 
capacity, joint stiffness, and structural durability are the byproducts of these 
differential movements.  The research presented in this paper seeks to address 
one issue related to differential movements.  In particular, the bond capacity of 
straight reinforcing bars placed in structural connections is examined. 
To implement this research, differential movements were applied to deformed 
reinforcing bars embedded 6 inches into 6” by 12” cylindrical specimens.  Two 
types of rebar motion – linear translation and angular rotation – were considered 
for all tests.  Varying amplitudes of differential movement, mimicking those 
experienced in the field, were applied to the rebar ranging from 0.015 to 0.047 
inches.  Additionally, multiple time sequences were employed which applied 
differential movements for different lengths of time during the setting process of 
the grout. 
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The findings of this study indicate the potential impact these parameters may 
have on bond strength.  The larger the amplitude, the larger the reduction will be 
in bond strength for both types of rebar motion.  Nearly 22 percent bond loss was 
observed when 0.044 inches of angular rotation movement was applied 
throughout the entire setting process.  For amplitudes as small as 0.016 inches 
applied during the full setting process for translation, bond loss of about 10 
percent was measured.  Furthermore, results indicate that there was a critical 
window of time during which differential movements, when applied, will cause a 
notable reduction in bond.  This critical time window was observed in both types 
of rebar movement.  For Quikrete® Non-Shrink Precision grout, which was the 
joint material used throughout this study, the critical time window appeared to be 
bounded by the initial and final set times of the material which were 
approximately 30 and 60 minutes after initial mixing, respectively.  This time 
window will be different depending on the cementitious material used. 
Based on these findings, it is clear that the effects of differential movements 
on bond loss need to be further and more thoroughly investigated.  The testing 
apparatus and test methods used also demonstrate that tests can be done 
investigating several parameters and using multiple specimens in a cost effective 
manner.  Also, potential restrictions in construction practices during the curing 
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  CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Of all bridges in America, over 11 percent – 69,223 – are classified as 
“structurally deficient” according to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
in 2011 (Shoup et al.).  Compounding this staggering statistic, traffic congestion 
on highways continues to increase annually as the US population increases and 
the number of drivers on the roads gets larger each year.  The existing 
infrastructure cannot handle the increased demand in its current state.  As the 
average daily number of cars crossing those structurally deficient bridges 
increases each year and those same bridges in this nation continue to age, it 
becomes more and more pertinent that these bridges are repaired, replaced and 
new bridges are built to handle the steady influx of drivers.  Because bridge 
repair and replacement is costly – not only financially costly but also costly 
regarding the drivers’ time, local economic impacts, social costs, environmental 
impact as well as the safety of construction crews – there is a desire as well as a 
need to complete bridge construction in a very timely manner.  This desire and 
need have resulted in the concept of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) 
which employs innovations in planning, design, materials, and construction 
methods to achieve reduced construction time in a cost-effective manner.  ABC 
can be applied to new bridge construction as well as repair and rehabilitation of 
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existing bridges.  The benefits of ABC include reduced construction time and 
costs, safer working environments, and minimized traffic impacts. 
One of the many ways to reduce construction times in ABC is through the use 
of prefabricated, precast concrete bridge elements.  In precast bridges, adjacent 
beams are typically connected by grouted shear keys.  In bridge widening 
projects, longitudinal joints, commonly referred to as concrete stitches, run the 
length of the bridge in order to connect the new and old decks.  For precast 
segmental concrete bridges, precast elements are connected with closure pours.  
In all cases, the desire is to create a joint or closure pour which so effectively and 
efficiently connects the precast elements that the precast bridge elements and 
joints behave monolithically.  However, research and empirical studies have 
shown that this is often not the case and that, instead, the joint is typically “the 
weakest link in the chain.”  Thus, special attention has been placed on 
investigating the behavior of these joints with the ultimate goal of improving joint 
performance. 
One method believed to enhance joint performance is to use high 
performance grout or ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) as the joint 
material.  High performance grouts and UHPC are known to have exceptionally 
high compressive strengths and are, therefore, appropriate material selections 
for monolithic joint behavior.  Also, due to its extreme strength, UHPC, in 
particular, has been shown to drastically reduce the required development length 
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(Aarup, Karlsen, & Lindström, 2000; B. A. Graybeal, 2010; Hansen & Jensen, 
1999; Harryson, 2003; V. H. Perry, FCSCE, Eng, & Mathew Royce, 2010a; V. H. 
Perry, FCSCE, Eng, & Mathew Royce, 2010b) which allows for a much narrower 
joint.  This, in turn, results in smaller joints with less required material which 
reduces both construction costs and time – two primary goals of ABC.  
Furthermore, using straight reinforcing bars (rebar) instead of headed or U-
shaped rebar makes formwork and construction efforts easier, which is another 
goal of ABC. 
Precast bridge elements easily allow parts of bridges to be set in place and 
completed while other portions of the bridge are still under construction.  This 
subjects the entire bridge, including the joints, to construction related differential 
movements and vibrations from various load sources such as heavy equipment 
moving across the bridges, motorized concrete buggies hauling joint material 
across the deck, and even heavy foot traffic.  In bridge widening projects and 
bridge repairs, traffic-induced vibrations from neighboring lanes and even old 
bridge decks occur throughout the joints.  Any mentioned differential movements 
and vibrations have the potential to result in bond loss between the rebar and the 
setting joint material.  This bond loss occurs as the joint material steadily sets 
and continuously becomes more plastic.  As vibrations occur throughout the joint, 
voids form around the rebar as they move in the joint material.  When the joint 
material is freshly placed, it can easily flow back around the rebar, yet as the joint 
material sets and its plasticity increases, the ability of the joint material to flow 
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back around the moving rebar diminishes.  Thus, permanent voids form around 
the rebar which may adversely affect the structural integrity of the bridge – bond 
loss and, subsequently, weak joints.  Also, voids around any rebar will provide an 
easy avenue for water and corrosive substances to migrate down the length of 
the rebar and lead to more rapid corrosion of the steel.  Because high 
performance grouts and UHPC allow for such short development lengths, the 
effects of even minimal bond loss between rebar and joint material is magnified 
and, therefore, must be taken into consideration. 
Objectives 
Minimal research is available that investigates the potential harmful effects of 
differential movements and vibrations on the bond strength of rebar in setting 
cementitious material.  In particular, almost no research has been published 
which investigates these harmful effects on straight reinforcing bars placed in 
high performance grouts or UHPCs.  Thus, the goal of this paper is to present 
experimental results which investigate and identify critical parameters from 
differential movements and vibrations that affect bond performance.  One 
parameter tested is differential movement amplitude.  Another parameter tested 
is the type of rebar motion – angular rotation or linear translation – through the 
cementitious material.  The last parameter considered is the effect of various 
time sequences on bond performance.  By investigating various time sequences 
during which differential movements are applied, a certain time period during the 
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setting process may be identified during which differential movements will 
diminish bond strength.  This research does not attempt to answer all of the 
questions regarding reduced bond performance as a result of differential 
movements but rather to identify which questions need to be answered and fully 
investigated in a more comprehensive study. 
Summary of Approach 
In order to test the aforementioned parameters, an apparatus was designed 
and fabricated which could apply differential movements to rebar embedded in 
freshly placed cementitious material.  Quikrete® Non-Shrink Precision grout and 
#4 rebar were used for all tests.  The apparatus could test three 6” by 12” 
cylindrical specimens at one time.  Differential movements were applied to one 
end of the rebar using a motor mounted to the side of the apparatus while the 
other end of the rebar remained embedded 6 inches into the setting concrete.  
The magnitude of movements ranged from 0.015 to 0.047 inches at a location 
just above the surface of the concrete..  Approximately two cycles of differential 
movements were applied over a 5 second period every 25 seconds.  Three time 
sequences were considered during which differential movements were applied.  
The first time sequence applied differential movements for the full 8 hour duration 
of the displacement treatment.  The second time sequence applied 
displacements for the first 15 minutes before ceasing.  The third time sequence 
allowed for a 45 minute delay before initiating differential movements which then 
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continued for the remaining 7 hours and 15 minutes.  Two amplitudes and all 
three time sequences were tested for both angular rotation (referred to as 
“pivoting”) and linear translation (referred to as “translation”) of the rebar. 
Pullout tests were then performed on the rebar of each specimen, and the 
ultimate loads required for failure were recorded.  Loads from the disturbed 
specimens were compared against the ultimate loads of the control specimens.  
Using these results, conclusions were drawn about the parameters listed above 
and their effect on bond performance.  These conclusions provide clarity on the 
effects of rebar undergoing differential movements in setting concrete and 
whether or not those movements impact bond strength. 
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  CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND 
Introduction 
The bond between deformed reinforcing steel bars (rebar) and cementitious 
material is created through both a chemical adhesion and a physical engagement 
(bearing contact) of the deformations on the bar with the hardened cementitious 
material surrounding the rebar. The strength of this bond is likely reduced when 
relative movement between the rebar and the cementitious material occurs 
during the curing of the concrete. While the chemical bond may not be that 
important or reliable, disturbances along the contact surface during curing will 
minimize the chemical bond (adhesion). The physical engagement of the 
deformations will also be compromised if gaps form around the deformations 
during the curing of the cementitious material. Early in the curing process the 
cementitious material flows and continually eliminates any gaps. As the concrete 
cures and stiffens the ability of the cementitious material to flow is reduced and 
differential movements will result in a wallowing of the cementitious material 
around the rebar.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.1.  The specimen on the 
left demonstrates that differential movements do not result in the formation of a 
permanent gap around the rebar early in the curing process.  However, as the 
right specimen indicates, a gap will eventually form and remain later in the curing 
process after the concrete has become more plastic. 
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of gap resulting from differential movements. 
Research demonstrating the effect of differential movements and vibrations 
on bond strength between reinforcing bars (rebar) and cementitious material 
described above is limited.  In particular, almost no research is available on the 
effect of differential movements and vibrations on bond strength when straight 
rebar and either high performance grouts or high performance concretes are 
used in conjunction.  Of the research available, no definitive conclusion can be 
drawn about the potential adverse effects of differential movements and 
mechanical vibrations on bond performance.  However, several observations are 
made independent of one another about the high flowability of UHPC and self-
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consolidating grouts and reduction in bond strength due to traffic-induced 
vibrations for concretes with high flowability.  The connection between these 
observations will later be explained in detail. 
Various test methods have been used by researchers to subject specimens 
and rebar to differential movements and to then measure and quantitatively 
identify bond loss (Kwan & Ng, 2006; Swenty & Graybeal, 2012).  Thus, a 
universal test method needs to be developed so that the bond strength of a rebar 
that has been subjected to typical dynamic loading during construction projects 
can be appropriately and consistently tested.  Such a test method could be used 
to identify and provide more clarity on which parameters are most critical to bond 
performance.  However, the detrimental effects of differential movements and 
vibrations on bond strength must first be verified before the necessity of such a 
test can be developed and prescribed. 
Grout and UHPC 
Over the past several decades, observable trends in the industry show that 
bridge and parking deck construction using prefabricated elements has become 
the system of choice due to decreased construction times, project costs and 
increased structural durability.  These prefabricated elements tend to perform 
well during use.  However, the joints connecting these elements are common 
sources of performance concerns, so better joint design has been a mutual topic 
of interest (V. H. Perry, FCSCE, Eng, & Mathew Royce, 2010a; V. H. Perry, 
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FCSCE, Eng, & Mathew Royce, 2010b).  Prefabricated elements can be 
connected within structures using joint fill materials such as grout, epoxy mortar, 
self-consolidating concrete or polymer concrete.  Because self-consolidating 
concrete (SCC) requires no vibration after placement, SCC is often used in repair 
applications where access by construction crews is limited.  SCC is also often 
used for heavily reinforced sections because it has high flowability through the 
use of superplasticizers and other admixtures which makes it an excellent choice 
in such situations. 
A table provided by the South Carolina Department of Transportation which 
lists various high performance grouts approved by several state Departments of 
Transportation can be found in Appendix A.  Only a partial list is displayed in this 
table.  While normal concrete has a typical compressive strength of 4 ksi, these 
grout materials are known to achieve much higher strengths.  As seen in 
Appendix A, many can attain a compressive strength of 10 ksi or greater.  
However, in an effort to reduce required material quantities, the industry is 
beginning to use a relatively new product known as ultra-high performance 
concrete (UHPC) which typically achieves compressive strengths of 20 ksi or 
greater.  The higher strength of UHPC, as well as other improved performance 
characteristics, has made it a desirable choice for joint fill material in order to 
improve joint performance (B. Graybeal, 2011). 
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UHPC is a high-strength cementitious composite material.  It is notably known 
for having a low water to cement ratio, typically less than 0.25, and a high 
compressive strength commonly attaining 21 ksi or greater.  Because it has 
improved gradation and, consequently, discontinuous pore structure, UHPC 
allows minimal liquid intrusion which results in enhanced durability.  Furthermore, 
inclusion of fiber reinforcement in UHPC not only allows UHPC to have increased 
compressive strength but also leads to higher tensile capacities compared to 
those found in conventional concretes (B. Graybeal, 2011). 
An investigation on the compressive behavior of ultra-high performance fiber-
reinforced concrete (UHPFRC) showed that UHPFRC rapidly gains compressive 
strength so that within two days after initial casting over 10 ksi of compressive 
capacity is naturally developed without using any additional curing treatments (B. 
A. Graybeal, 2007).  After 14 days, nearly 90 percent of the compressive 
capacity of UHPFRC is achieved.  The following equation was developed to 
define the strength gain of UHPFRC with time: 
    
    
 [     ( (
     
 
)
   
)] 
where    
  is the untreated  H F C 2  day compressive strength 
  is the time in days after casting 
Researchers observed that UHPFRC typically has a slight delay in strength 
gain before attaining strength very rapidly.  Thus, the above equation will 
accurately predict the compressive strength of concrete with respect to time only 
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0.9 days after initial casting.  The strength gain of UHPRFC using the above 
equation is shown in Figure 2.2.  Notice that the y-axis is the percent of 28-day 
compressive strength.  Using this equation, nearly 90 percent of the 28-day 
compressive strength is achieved after only 12 days of curing. 
 
Figure 2.2: Strength gain of UHPFRC using equation provided by Graybeal 
(2007). 
Another study focused on developing UHPCs from materials commercially 
available in the United States as well as creating UHPCs that did not require the 
use of heat treatment, pressure or special mixers (Wille, Naaman, & Parra-
Montesinos, 2011).  Of the 38 mixtures considered, the resulting compressive 
strengths ranged from 16.7 to 29.9 ksi with the goal being a value of 22 ksi.  The 
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of concrete which required the proper choice of particulate matter so that 
flowability, would increase and, by default, the spread value (using a flow table 
according to ASTM C230) as well.  In short, the spread value had to increase in 
order to achieve a high compressive strength.  Thus, a noteworthy conclusion 
was that optimum spread of UHPC is between 12 and 14 inches.  Said 
differently, UHPC is a material with very high fluidity.  For the purposes of this 
study, the high fluidity of UHPC is noteworthy because high fluidity will affect the 
ability of UHPC to create a bond with rebar during the presence of vibrations as 
will later be explained. 
Regarding joint design, both grout and UHPC can be used as well as normal 
concrete.  All can equally be subjected to differential movements and the 
resulting diminished bond strength.  However, stronger joint fill materials require 
less rebar embedment within that material in order to achieve the necessary joint 
strength.  As the width of the joint is reduced, the effect of differential movements 
is amplified.  Thus, the stronger the material, the more imperative it is that the 
possible harmful effects of differential movements on bond strength be 
investigated. 
Differential Movements 
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) often utilizes overlapping construction 
activities to minimize project duration which can result in construction activity 
occurring on one portion of the structure when concrete is curing on another 
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portion.  ABC also commonly uses prefabricated elements to drastically reduce 
construction times.  These prefabricated elements include precast girders, decks, 
panels, bulb tees, box girders and various other elements.  When bridges are 
either partially replaced or completely reconstructed, staged construction is often 
employed so that traffic impacts can be minimized.  Thus, portions of the bridge 
are still open to traffic while other parts of the bridge are being rebuilt.  Allowing 
traffic to pass over the bridge while it is under construction causes different 
segments of the bridge to be subjected to displacements, which results in traffic-
induced vibrations within the segments and differential movements between the 
various bridge elements (Figure 2.3).  The last step in segmental construction is 
to permanently join the bridge segments with a closure pour.  These closure 
pours often experience differential movements and traffic-induced vibrations 
during the setting period because traveling lanes are often left open during bridge 
widening projects, heavy machinery moves across the bridge deck during 
segmental construction, etc.  Depending on the bridge configuration and the 
dynamic loads applied, the vibrations and differential movements will vary.  
However, the effects due to these vibrations and deflections have the potential to 
affect both the immediate and long-term performance of the closure pour. 
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Figure 2.3: Differential movement across a closure pour 
(Swenty & Graybeal, 2012). 
 
Focusing specifically on the connections between segments, the use of 
UHPC and straight reinforcing bars with short development lengths or overlaps 
has proven to be a combination that is not historically paired.  Very limited 
research is available investigating and discussing the use of both together.  Little 
research is available on the subject because UHPC was not developed until the 
early 1990s in France, and its earliest known use in bridges is 1997 when a 
UHPC pedestrian bridge was built in Quebec, Canada (Wipf, Sritharan, Abu-
Hawash, Phares, & Bierwagen, 2011).  The first known highway UHPC bridge 
was built in France in 2002, while the first highway UHPC bridge built in the 
United States was completed in 2006 by the Iowa Department of Transportation 
in Wapello County, Iowa. 
Studies on UHPC as a Joint Fill Material 
The purpose of using UHPC as a joint fill material is to reduce required 
development length.  Not only does UHPC allow for narrow joints which results in 
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reduced construction times and less fill material required, both of which are goals 
of ABC, but also there are scenarios where long development lengths cannot be 
provided such as in shear keys.  In such situations, UHPC must be used in order 
to achieve necessary anchorage and strength within the joint.  According to ACI 
318-11 Equation 12-1, the development length (in inches) for deformed rebar 
shall be calculated as follows: 




 √   
      
(
      
  
)
)   
where      is the yield strength of steel (psi) 
    
  is the concrete compressive strength (psi) 
    is a factor to account to account for the concrete unit weight 
     is factor to account for the vertical location of the rebar  
within the placement of concrete 
     is a factor to account for the coating of steel rebar 
     is a factor to account for the si e of steel rebar 
     is a factor to represent smallest “cover” of the steel rebar 
      is a factor that accounts for confinement of the steel rebar  
and can be conservatively taken as e ual to  ero 
     is the diameter of the steel rebar (in) 
For Grade 60 #4 steel rebar placed in normal weight concrete of 4000 psi, the 
above equation yields a required development length of 11.4 inches.  However, 
UHPC can be employed so that necessary bond strength can be developed in a 
significantly shorter distance.  For a UHPC with compressive strength of 22000 
psi, the necessary development length is reduced to only 4.9 inches. 
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One clear observation made unanimously amongst the studies investigated is 
that UHPC considerably reduces required development length when used as the 
joint fill material.  A study by Hansen and Jensen (1999) focused on using ultra-
high strength fiber reinforced concrete in building connection joints between 
slabs and columns of paneled buildings.  Anchorage, beam-slab and column-slab 
tests were performed.  By conducting pull-out tests on small specimens 
subjected to pure tension, they discovered that such a strong grout significantly 
reduces the required anchorage length.  In particular, testing indicated that an 8 
mm (0.32 in) straight reinforcing bar can have an anchorage length as short as 
60 mm (2.4 in).   
In 2007, Perry, Scalzo and Weiss showed how a traditional bridge deck joint 
using a conventional design width of 24 inches could be reduced to only 8 inches 
by substituting UHPC as the joint material.  It was possible to reduce the joint 
width to only 8 inches because necessary development lengths were significantly 
reduced due to the high strength of UHPC joint material.  Later, Perry and Royce 
(2010b) completed a study using UHPC as the joint fill material for precast, side-
by-side deck bulb-tees.  Through this study, they concluded that a #4 rebar 
requires only 3 inches of development length when used in conjunction with 
UHPC as joint fill material.  Development lengths of only 4 inches and 5 inches 
were required for #5 and #6 rebar, respectively.  A supplemental study looked at 
another bridge replacement project.  However, this bridge replacement project 
used fell-depth precast deck panels instead of side-by-side deck bulb-tees.  
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Experimental testing again showed that only a few inches of embedment length 
was required to develop sufficient bond strength for #4, #5 and #6 rebar (V. H. 
Perry, FCSCE, Eng, & Mathew Royce, 2010a). 
Both static and fatigue testing, as well as finite element computer modeling, 
were conducted by P. Harryson (2003) to investigate the behavior of high 
performance joints.  Harryson discovered that it is permissible to use straight 
reinforcing bars with around 4 inches of development length as long as 
transverse reinforcing bars are provided for the length of the joint.  B. Graybeal 
(2010) showed that 6 inches or less of development length is necessary for a #5 
rebar when lapped within a field-cast UHPC connection and subjected to flexural 
tensile loads.  Aarup et al. (2000) conducted a number of tests using a special 
high performance concrete known as compact reinforced concrete (CRC) in 
order to analyze its bond properties.  Pullout and bending test results using CRC 
demonstrated that full anchorage of ribbed reinforcing bars can be attained when 
an embedment length of 5-10 bar diameters is provided.  For a #4 rebar, as little 
as 2.5 inches of development length is sufficient to achieve this recommendation. 
Even with such narrow joints, researchers have demonstrated that continuity 
can still be maintained with straight rebar placed in UHPC joints.  Hansen and 
Jensen (1999) looked at using ultra-high strength fiber reinforced concrete and 
straight rebar to connect elements in a paneled building system.  In this new 
building system, no beams were used.  Instead, concrete slabs, which were 8 
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inches thick, behaved as the load bearing system and directly transferred their 
loads into concrete columns with a diameter of nearly 14 inches.  The slabs were 
cast as 9’-6” x 19’-4” elements made of normal strength concrete, which were 
connected with ultra-high performance fiber reinforced concrete joints.  Testing 
showed that these prefabricated slab elements behaved as a continuous slab 
when high performance grout was used in the connections between the 
prefabricated slab elements. 
Perry et al. (2007) used UHPC as a joint fill material in the replacement of a 
bridge deck on CN Overhead Bridge at Rainy Lake, Ontario.  For this project, 
glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) bars were used in the bridge deck 
replacement panels. Consequently, due to inability to bend GFRP bars, the bars 
projected straight out from the panels.  Additionally, Ductal® JS1000 UHPC was 
used as the joint fill material between the precast panels.  Ductal® JS1000 has a 
compressive strength of 20,000 psi, a flexural strength of 4,300 psi, and a 
Young’s Modulus e ual to 7,200 psi (Lafarge Canada Inc., 2009).  Staged 
construction was utilized during the scope of this project so that one lane of traffic 
was maintained during the reconstruction activity.  The project successfully 
demonstrated that UHPC and straight rebar could be used in conjunction and still 
provide the required continuity between bridge deck panels. 
Perry and Royce (2010a; 2010b) completed two bridge studies using side-by-
side deck bulb-tees and full-depth precast deck panels, both of which used 
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UHPC in the connections.  Of the two studies, the first project was an 85-foot 
single span bridge in the Village of Lyons, New York.  The latter study of a bridge 
with a span slightly over 127 feet was located near Oneonta, New York.  Prior to 
either bridge being constructed, prototype test panels connected with UHPC 
joints were first tested in a laboratory setting. In the laboratory tests and in both 
bridge replacement projects, the joints were shown to be the strongest part of the 
deck, thus, resulting in continuity across the deck.  Both studies concluded that 
there is a major challenge that must be overcome before UHPC as a joint fill 
material can be implemented on a wide scale basis.  The challenge is “to identify 
the optimized shapes for precast deck panels and joints for various deck 
arrangements” (V. H. Perry, FCSCE, Eng, & Mathew Royce, 2010b). 
P. Harryson (2003) used high performance concrete in joints specifically in 
bridge applications, though he assumed that high performance joints could be 
used across a wide range of applications in any prefabricated concrete structure.  
He conducted static testing from which he found an optimized joint geometry – 
around 4 inches in width, two #3 transverse rebar in the joint, and ¾ inches of 
compact reinforced concrete cover.  Compact reinforced concrete (CRC) is a 
special type of high performance concrete in which short, stiff and strong fibers 
are provided in large amounts in order to highly improve ductility of the concrete.  
In addition, he completed fatigue testing using the optimized joint geometry by 
subjecting the specimens to at least 400,000 load cycles.  Lastly, Harryson 
completed non-linear finite element analysis of computer modeled specimens. 
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Testing showed that high strength, compact reinforced composite joints allow the 
joint and the prefabricated concreted elements connected by those joints to 
behave monolithically.  It was also noted that the joint is highly sensitive to 
tolerances due to the small dimensions of the joint.  Therefore, proficient quality 
control for on-site workmanship must be maintained when using this type of joint. 
Aarup et al. (2000) also used a CRC in order to analyze its bond properties.  
In addition to direct pull-out tests with CRC, bending tests were performed on 
precast elements with 5½ inches of straight rebar protruding outward from the 
elements.  The precast elements were connected using a joint width of nearly 6.5 
inches so that around a 4.75 inch of lap length was achieved.  In this study, CRC 
was applied in the construction of in-situ joints in a precast paneled building 
system and revealed that the structure still behaved monolithically across the 
joints.  Because the joint proved to behave so well, the jointing system has been 
employed in other applications. 
In addition to using UHPC to achieve monolithic behavior, researchers have 
proven that UHPC can create an extremely strong bond between itself and rebar.  
Several studies have shown that when full bond length is developed, the rebar 
will yield under tension before the bond between the rebar and UHPC fails, 
resulting in a pullout failure (Aarup, Karlsen, & Lindström, 2000; Harryson, 2003; 
V. Perry, Scalzo, & Weiss, 2007; V. H. Perry, FCSCE, Eng, & Mathew Royce, 
2010b).  Laboratory testing by Aarup et at. (2000) showed that only 2 inches of 
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embedment length is required for a #3 rebar to achieve yielding of the rebar. 
However, none of these studies took into consideration the effect of vibrations or 
differential movements. 
Studies on the Effect of Differential Movements and UHPC 
When vibrations and differential movements occurring during placement of 
the closure pour or longitudinal joint are taken into consideration, mixed results 
on bond performance have been presented throughout the literature.  Several 
studies have been completed indicating that vibrations have minimal or no 
damaging effects on bond loss.  However, note that normal concrete is used in 
all of these studies.  The importance of this observation will be addressed later. 
An in-depth synthesis study looked at an array of bridge widening projects 
throughout Michigan, Texas, California, New Jersey and Georgia (Manning, 
1981).  Of the projects studied, only one indicated that traffic-induced vibrations 
are potentially detrimental to concrete and bond strength.  Some of the bridge 
widening projects in Michigan showed a rippling effect in the deck surfaces with 
troughs over transverse rebar and crests between transverse rebar.  However, it 
is believed that this was due to both excessive water in the concrete as well as 
shallow concrete cover over the reinforcement.  Overall, the report concludes 
that, as long as high-quality concrete is used during bridge widening projects, 
there is “insufficient evidence” that differential movements result in decreased 
bond performance. 
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One study investigated the effects of traffic-induced vibrations on the bond 
between old and fresh concrete (Silfwerbrand, 1992).  Two composite concrete 
slabs were created by placing a concrete overlay on a concrete surface.  One 
slab was subjected to major vibrations starting three hours after the overlay was 
placed, and the other slab was subjected to minor vibrations starting six hours 
after the overlay was placed.  While the expectation was that traffic-induced 
vibrations would reduce the bond strength between the concrete-concrete 
interface, various pull-off tests indicated that this was not true.  However, the 
conclusion was that, based on other research, the vibrations were not initialized 
at the critical time (four hours) after the overlay was placed.  Further testing was 
suggested. 
The Georgia Department of Transportation completed a study of widened 
bridges with closure pours to determine if there were any detrimental effects as a 
result of the closure pours (Deaver, 1982).  In this study, field tests were 
conducted on two bridges being widened.  Two specimens were placed on top of 
the closure pours of these two bridges so that they would be subjected to the 
same movements.  While control vehicles with known gross weights were used 
to induce traffic vibrations, normal traffic was also allowed to pass across the 
bridges.  Thus, the type, frequency and amount of traffic vibrations were not 
reported.  Furthermore, the deflections which were recorded were collected 
before and after the placement of the field test specimens but not during their 
placement.  Additionally, the test and control specimens did not have the same 
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dimensions or cover, so direct comparison between the two specimens could not 
be made.  Even though findings of this study indicate that traffic vibrations are 
not detrimental to bond strength and have no adverse effects on tie-strips placed 
while adjoining lane traffic is maintained, the results cannot be considered 
conclusive.  More testing in a better controlled environment is required. 
Furr and Fouad (1981) completed an extensive study of traffic induced 
vibrations in bridge widening projects of both completed bridges and bridges 
under construction.  Thirty bridges in Texas were visually inspected after they 
were widened.  Core samples were taken from these bridges and were inspected 
around the rebar.  Most inspections of the rebar in the core samples showed no 
signs of distress along the bond.  Although, some of the imprints around the 
rebar indicated that differential movement did occur.  A subsequent laboratory 
test was then conducted to see if differential movements have an effect on bond 
strength.  Results provided no conclusive evidence that traffic vibrations are 
generally detrimental to the bond between concrete and rebar while the concrete 
is setting, but several insightful observations were recorded during the course of 
the study.  In bridge widening projects that used a rebar bent at 90 degrees in the 
connection joint, deck cores clearly indicated signs of relative movement 
between the concrete and steel rebar.  These signs included visible voids around 
the bars and poor bar imprints in the concrete.  Furr and Fouad suggested that 
the rebar be straightened so that they extend straight, in this case about 20 
inches, into fresh concrete.  They also went on to recommend that all dowel 
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reinforcing bars be projected approximately 24 bar diameters straight into the 
new deck area.  Even when using a #4 rebar, that is a minimum of 12 inches of 
projection into the closure pour or new deck.  In a subsequent study, Furr and 
Fouad (1982) again concluded overall that traffic vibrations have no adverse 
effects to the bond strength between rebar and concrete. 
Harsh and Darwin (1983; 1986) noted that as long as high quality, low slump 
concrete is used traffic-induced vibrations appear to have no detrimental effect 
on bond strength.  It should be noted that both the concrete and reinforcing bars 
were vibrated together in these studies, so no differential movements were 
occurring.  However, their findings did indicate that slumps of 4 to 5 inches can 
be detrimental to bond strength and that slumps as high as 7 or 8 inches will, 
when paired with traffic vibrations, have “measurable effect” on bond strength.  
Their research showed that when high slump concrete is used and traffic 
vibrations are observed throughout the joint, bond strength will reduce by 5 to 10 
percent (Harsh & Darwin, 1983). 
ACI Committee 345 (1998) acknowledges through an extensive literature 
review that vibrations in bridges due to highway traffic are not as impactful as 
originally believed.  However, the Committee goes on to state that the most 
effective way to reduce the amplitude of traffic-induced vibrations is to make the 
approach and the deck riding surface as smooth as possible.  The Committee 
later recognizes that there is the potential for rebar to move relative to the 
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concrete, which is typically due to differential movement, and the effects of such 
relative movement are “severe reduction in bond to reinforcement and premature 
deck spalling.”   The Committee suggests three practices, in particular, which will 
help eliminate such damage: using concrete with a moderate slump (2 to 3 
inches) and specific reinforcing details and forming details developed from case 
studies and literature. 
Take note that in all of the previous studies suggesting that traffic-induced 
vibrations have no detrimental effect on bond strength, normal concrete was 
used in every study.  None of these studies used UHPC and narrow joint widths.  
Thus, the amplified effects of a much narrower joint and significantly shorter 
rebar development length were not incurred on any of these results.  Reducing 
development length by 1 or 2 inches due to voids forming around the rebar is not 
as much of a concern when the development length is easily 10 inches or longer 
in a joint filled with normal concrete.  However, as previously discussed, UHPC 
allows for narrow joints and short development lengths.  When the development 
length is as short as 4 inches, 1 or 2 inches in development length loss is an 
automatic 25 to 50 percent reduction in bond strength – an alarmingly high 
percentage.  Additional concern comes from an important and noteworthy detail 
mentioned in two of the studies.  Firstly, Harsh and Darwin (1983) specifically 
observed and stated that when high slump concretes (7 or 8 inches) are 
subjected to traffic-induced vibrations, measurable bond loss up to 10 percent 
will occur.  Furthermore, ACI Committee 345 (1998) suggests that concrete of 
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moderate slump (2 to 3 inches) be used to avoid “severe reduction in bond to 
reinforcement.”  However, UHPC is a concrete known for its high spread.  
Though spread and slump cannot be directly compared because they are 
determined using two different ASTM test procedures, high slump and high 
spread both indicate the high flowability of a cementitious material.  This is 
important to note because as discovered by Wille, Naaman and Parra-
Montesinos (2011), the optimum spread of UHPC is between 12 and 14 inches, 
which is well above the “high” slump values from the study by Harsh and Darwin 
and far exceeds the 2 to 3 inches of slump recommended by ACI Committee 
345.  Consequently, UHPC is potentially highly susceptible to bond strength 
reduction when traffic-induced vibrations are present.  Thus, there is a great 
need to study the effects of UHPC and highly fluid grouts used in conjunction 
with differential movements. 
While the previous studies state that differential movements and vibrations 
have minimal or no effect on bond loss, several researchers have presented 
results indicating that vibrations and differential movements or rotations, in 
particular, do cause bond loss.  Of notable interest are recent results presented 
by Matthew Swenty and Benjamin Graybeal of the Federal Highway 
Administration (2012), but these findings will be discussed last. 
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Tests completed by ACI Committee 408 (1991) showed that high-cycle 
repeated loads will reduce the bond at failure.  This reduction in bond strength 
was found to be as high as 50 percent of the static ultimate pullout bond strength. 
A study by Ng and Kwan (2007) investigated the effects of traffic-induced 
vibrations on curing concrete stitches.  Twenty-four concrete stitch specimens 
were fabricated, four of which were control specimens and had no vibrations 
applied to them.  The remaining twenty stitch specimens were subjected to 
traffic-induced vibrations ranging in magnitude from 0.02 to 0.2 inches while the 
specimens cured.  The vibrations were applied to one end of the concrete stitch 
specimen using a hydraulic actuator mounted on a self-reacting loading frame.  
The specimens were grouped in pairs, and each pair was subjected to the same 
vibrations.  At the end, a pullout test was conducted on one specimen of the pair 
while a contraflexural loading test was conducted on the other specimen.  During 
pullout tests, the researchers observed the development of cracks in the grout 
along the length of the reinforcing bars which resulted in the bond failure.  These 
cracks lead to the formation of large longitudinal cracks and cracking of the 
concrete near the two ends of the concrete stitch which, in turn, lead to 
transverse cracking and even spalling at the ends of the stitches.  For the 
contraflexural tests, a 20 percent bond reduction was measured for stitch 
specimens subjected to a curvature of 266 x 10-3 ft-1, which is a value 
significantly higher than the curvature value at which cracking was initially 
observed, 88.6 x 10-3 ft-1.  A maximum vibration amplitude of 0.18 in was applied 
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to the test specimen in order to develop a curvature of 266 x 10-3 ft-1.  However, it 
was noted that a six-lane highway bridge with all lanes open to traffic produces a 
vibration amplitude of only approximately 0.1 in. 
In an earlier study, Ng and Kwan (2004) drew the conclusion that expected 
traffic-induced vibrations across a concrete stitch in a typical bridge widening 
project will cause intolerable damage within the concrete stitch if nothing is done 
to mitigate the traffic.  A follow up study suggested mitigation methods that are 
both feasible and easily implemented to reduce traffic-induced vibrations (Kwan 
& Ng, 2006).  The suggested methods include traffic restrictions, provision of 
temporary shear connections, provision of temporary propping, and segmental 
concrete stitching.  Combinations of the various mitigation methods were also 
proposed and were shown to reduce maximum curvature down to as little as 11 
percent of the curvature experienced without mitigation measures implemented. 
Another bridge widening study closely followed the construction stages of a 
concrete slab bridge in Columbus, Ohio being widened while allowing traffic to be 
maintained during the construction process (Montero, 1980).  After the placement 
and curing of the longitudinal joint, numerous longitudinal cracks were observed 
primarily over the main reinforcement bars which were believed to have occurred 
primarily due to inadequate shrinkage and temperature reinforcing steel over the 
main reinforcement.  Furthermore, the conclusion that differential movements 
likely diminish bond strength was drawn.  It is believed that this bond loss occurs 
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because differential movements cause the steel to move in the fresh concrete, 
which leads to a reduction in surface area contact between the steel rebar and 
the concrete grout.  Concern for the detrimental effect of angular rotations on 
bond strength was indicated at the end of this study.  The study was concluded 
with a proposal for a future study accompanied with a suggested experimental 
setup.  The main purpose of this proposed study was to investigate how the 
effects of angular rotation resulting from traffic flow maintained during 
construction may detrimentally affect the bond strength.  The suggested 
experimental setup was provided in hopes of simulating actual conditions of 
bridge decks being widened. 
A recent study specifically investigated the effects of differential movements 
on straight reinforcing bars placed in eight different grout materials including two 
UHPC materials and several other high slump materials (Swenty & Graybeal, 
2012).  Specimens were placed in 6 inch steel cube formwork with a hole going 
through two opposite sides.  A #4 rebar was placed through the holes so that the 
rebar stuck out approximately ½ inch on one side and approximately 18 inches 
on the other side.  A flexible caulk was then applied around the rebar in the holes 
to prevent leakage.  After mixing the grout material, it was placed in a set of three 
steel cube forms while differential movements were being applied by a hydraulic 
actuator, which could program the amplitude, frequency and lag time between 
deflections.  Frequencies of 2 Hz and 5 Hz were used throughout the study, and 
a set lag time of 30 seconds was standard for all tests.  Deflection amplitudes of 
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the rebar in the specimens ranged from 0.005 inches up to 0.1 inches.  All 
differential movements applied to the specimens were applied perpendicular to 
the rebar.  The deflections were applied only until final set of the grout material 
was achieved.  Final results showed that differential movements of 0.01 inches or 
less produced minimal changes in bond strength for the specimens.  However, 
significant reduction in bond strength was observed for all grout materials when a 
deflection of 0.05 inches was applied. 
The Manual of Concrete Practice states that differential movements do not 
need to be considered until an amplitude of 0.25 inches or greater is observed 
(American Concrete Institute (ACI), 2005).  In cases where the amplitude does 
reach or exceed 0.25 inches, it is recommended that traffic be removed or 
rerouted so that deflections fall below the stated limit.  Based on the results of 
Swenty and Graybeal (2012), the appropriateness of this recommendation is 
questionable.  Thus, further research needs to be completed. 
Testing Bond Strength 
Several test methods have been created to test the bond strength of rebar 
placed in concrete.  The most notable and widely used test is ASTM C234 – 
Standard Test Method for Comparing Concretes on the Basis of the Bond 
Developed with Reinforcing Steel (ASTM International, 1991).  The primary 
purpose of this test is to study how different concrete materials or surface 
treatments on rebar may affect the bond developed between concrete and 
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reinforcing steel.  Neither the rebar size nor rib geometry was intended to be the 
principal variable.  Thus, the test is to be conducted with a #6 rebar placed in a 
cementitious material.   
The ASTM C234 test setup states that a #6 rebar should be placed in a 6-
inch cubic concrete specimen so that the rebar protrudes from both sides of the 
specimen resulting in a bond length of 8db (Figure 2.4).  One study showed that 
this test procedure is effective for determining the bond strength of plain rebar 
placed in concrete (Feldman & Bartlett, 2005).  For plain reinforcement, there are 
only two factors affecting the bond strength: 1) adhesion between the steel and 
concrete, and 2) the wedging action of small particles of concrete between the 
steel and concrete after the adhesive bond has been broken.  Pullout tests on 
plain reinforcement indicated that after the initial adhesion between concrete and 
steel was broken, the applied tensile load barely increased as wedging action 
took effect, yet the bar began to slip significantly followed by a gradual decrease 
in the load (Feldman & Bartlett, 2005).  Thus, pullout tests can accurately 
determine the true bond strength of plain reinforcement. 
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Figure 2.4: Pullout test setups – ASTM C234 and RILEM (Swenty & Graybeal, 
2012). 
Questions have been raised as to whether or not this same test procedure is 
effective in determining the bond strength between deformed rebar and concrete.  
There are two primary failure modes for pullout tests using deformed rebar.  The 
first is a pull-through failure which occurs when the concrete shears across the 
top of the ribs of the reinforcement.  The second primary failure mode is a 
splitting failure which occurs when the concrete ruptures along the length of the 
rebar.  This occurs because of insufficient confinement around the rebar.  When 
using ASTM C234, pull-through failures tend to produce bond strengths higher 
than design values because of compressive forces that form around the rebar 
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near the interface between the steel bearing plate and the rebar.  The 
compressive forces create a larger frictional force along the embedded portion of 
rebar which produces inaccurately higher bond strengths.  On the other hand, 
some concrete specimens split along the length of the concrete which results in 
significantly lower bond strength values.  Thus, there is discrepancy about how 
accurate tested bond strengths from ASTM C234 are compared to design values.  
However, ASTM C234 procedure was not renewed in 2000.  Tthis test method, 
as well as others quite similar to it, is still used to evaluate bond performance. 
Another pullout test, RILEM (Figure 2.4), is similar to ASTM C234 but has 
some differences in the test setup which make it more a reliable test (RILEM TC, 
1994).  Unlike ASTM C234, which tests only a #6 rebar, the RILEM pullout test 
allows for rebar of varying diameters in addition to various deformation patterns.  
Another primary difference is the bond length.  For ASTM C234, the #6 rebar 
develops a bond with the concrete over its entire length through the 6-inch cubic 
concrete specimen, which is a bond length equal to 8db.  For the RILEM test, the 
concrete specimen is a 10db cube and, thus, varies depending on the diameter of 
rebar used.  As in ASTM C234, the rebar passes all the way through the 
specimen in the RILEM pullout test.  However, a plastic sleeve is placed along 
half of the rebar to prevent adhesion to the concrete which results in a bond 
length of only 5db.  Furthermore, the plastic sleeve covers the half of the rebar 
closest to the free end of the rebar where the tensile pullout force will be applied, 
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thus eliminating the frictional compressive forces that develop along the 
embedded rebar in the ASTM C234 testing procedure. 
A study conducted by Cairns and Abdullah (1995) investigated three pullout 
test methods: 1) British Standards pullout test (BS4449), 2) RILEM pullout test 
and 3) a lapped joint test.  For comparison purposes, the results from the lap test 
were assumed to be representative of design bond strengths.  By comparing the 
bond strength and measured slip in numerous specimens of each bond type, the 
authors concluded that bond strengths resulting from standard pullout test 
methods are considerably higher than usable design values.  However, they also 
concluded that despite the inaccuracy of bond strengths provided by standard 
pullout type tests, these tests do provide a reasonable indication of bond 
performance and, therefore, should not be abandoned.  This was true even for 
pullout tests where a splitting failure mode occurred in the test specimen. 
Conclusions 
In summary, many studies investigating the effects of differential movements 
on bond strength have been conducted.  While many have shown that minimal 
development length is required for straight rebar placed in UHPC or high 
performance grout, almost no studies have considered the effect of vibrations 
and differential movements on bond performance.  Three studies, in particular, 
attest to the need to consider these movements.  P. Harryson (2003) mentions 
the high sensitivity toward tolerances of small joint geometry when UHPC is used 
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as the joint fill material.  The conclusions of ACI Committee 345 (1998) and 
Harsh and Darwin (1983) indicate that the high flowability of UHPC and self-
consolidating high strength grouts raise concerns about bond performance when 
vibrations are present.  Lastly, the results of Swenty and Graybeal (2012) support 




  CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
Introduction 
For the scope of this study, a series of differential movements were applied to 
rebar embedded in setting concrete (referred to as “displacement treatment”), 
and then pullout tests were conducted in order to investigate the potential 
destructive effects of various parameters on bond strength of rebar placed in 
setting concrete.  Compressive strength tests were also completed in order to 
record the compressive strength at the time of pullout testing for each concrete 
batch.  A test apparatus was fabricated and used to apply differential movements 
of specific magnitudes to rebar.  Furthermore, various time sequences during 
which differential movements were applied were evaluated.  The purpose of 
these time sequences was to determine if there is a critical window of time during 
which differential movements are detrimental to bond performance.  Lastly, two 
rebar movements – pivoting and translation – were considered.  The pivoting 
rebar movement was applied to simulate angular rotation of the rebar in setting 
concrete while translation rebar movement assumed the entire rebar translated 
rigidly through the concrete.  A set of three specimens were prepared for each 
differential movement amplitude, time sequence, and rebar movement type.  The 
same cementitious material, Quikrete® Non-Shrink Precision Grout, was used for 
all specimens because, like UHPC, it can attain strengths much greater than 
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normal concrete.  Also #4, Grade 60 deformed rebar were used for all specimens 
so as to prevent specimen splitting failures which is common for larger rebar.  
Pullout tests were then performed on both control specimens and specimens that 
had experienced differential movements, and the pullout capacities were 
compared in an effort to quantify the bond loss due to the parameters under 
consideration. 
Computer Programming 
The computer software, LabVIEW, developed by National Instruments was 
used throughout this study.  It was an ideal program to use because of its high-
quality of measurement and control as well as its superb graphical programming 
capabilities.  All displacement treatments were performed and data were 
collected using a model developed in LabVIEW.  Upon the completion of each 
test, the LabVIEW model automatically saved each set of test data as a text file 
that could then be opened and the data analyzed using a spreadsheet.  
Screenshots of the LabVIEW model can be found in Appendix B. 
Grout Material Properties 
For all concrete cylinders cast, the cementitious material used was Quikrete® 
Non-Shrink Precision Grout.  “Fluid” consistency was used for all mixes so that 
the material would be flowable enough to be easily placed in all cylinders.  The 
“Fluid” consistency guidelines re uired one gallon plus three pints (approximately 
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11.5 lbs) of water to be used per 50 pounds of dry grout material.  Maximum 
expected compressive strength was 8000 psi at 28 days.  Though the emphasis 
in the literature review is on UHPC, Quikrete® Non-Shrink Precision Grout was 
used in testing because, like UHPC, it can attain much higher compressive 
strengths than normal concrete, and it is a highly flowable material making it 
more susceptible to bond loss due to differential movements as explained in the 
literature review.  The most fluid mix recommendations for Quikrete® were used 
for this study which is similar to the high flowability of UHPC.  Two flow table 
tests were conducted according to ASTM C230 to empirically verify the high 
flowability of Quikrete®.  Quikrete® reached the edge of the flow table after only 
17 and 19 table drops, respectively, in the two tests, which shows that it is a 
highly fluid cementitious material.  All material specifications for Quikrete® Non-
Shrink Precision Grout can be found in Appendix C. 
Reinforcing Bar Properties 
All reinforcing bars used throughout testing were #4, Grade 60 deformed 
rebar.  Varying degrees of rust were observed among all rebar specimens.  
However, each rebar was wire brushed prior to placement to remove any loose 
surface rust.  Two rib patterns were used throughout testing as shown in Figure 
3.1.  One rebar type had ribs running perpendicular to the length of the rebar as 
shown on the left (referred to as “Straight” rib pattern) while the other rebar type 
had angled ribs as seen on the right (referred to as “Angled” rib pattern).  It 
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should be noted that the rebar used for testing came from available supplies, so 
even rebar of matching rib pattern did not necessarily come from the same lot. 
 
Figure 3.1: Rebar rib geometry. 
Specimen Preparation 
Injection molded 6” by 12” plastic cylinders from MA Industries, Inc. were 
used to cast all specimens.  Three specimens were made for each displacement 
treatment in addition to four 3” by 6” cylinders for compression testing of the 
grout.  Prior to beginning each displacement treatment, the testing apparatus 
was prepped and the rebar was lowered into the cylinders so that 6 inches of 
bond length, which is the necessary length for required development, would be 
achieved after concrete placement.  At the beginning of each displacement 
treatment, concrete was mixed by hand for 5 to 7 minutes and then immediately 
poured into the cylinders, which took another 5 to 7 minutes.  Directly after 
placement, the LabVIEW program was initiated and the cyclic movement of the 
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rebar displacement treatment was started.  Each test ran for 8 hours.  However, 
the three time sequences applied differential movements for differing time 
periods as will later be explained. 
Displacement Treatment Setup 
The apparatus used for testing is shown in Figure 3.2.  Figure 3.2 shows the 
setup for pivoting rebar movement, and several parts of this setup are labeled in 
Figure 3.3.  The setup for translation rebar movement can be seen in Figure 3.4.  
Figure 3.5 identifies the key elements of this setup.  Notice that the only 
difference between the two setups is the inclusion of tripods for pivoting (Figure 
3.3) and the addition of the detachable frame for rebar translation (Figure 3.5).  
The apparatus was made out of steel welded together, thus resulting in a very 
rigid frame. Three 6” by 12” concrete cylindrical specimens could be cast at one 
time.  As seen, the motor mounted on the right side of the device was used to 
apply a back-and-forth motion to the top plate of the apparatus.  The top plate 
was placed on low friction tracks (shown as small wheels in Figure 3.3 and 
Figure 3.5) and could easily translate horizontally with minimal, if any, resistance.  
The magnitude of differential movements applied to the top plate was adjusted 
using cams of varying diameters attached to the motor (Figure 3.6).  Three holes 
were cut into the top plate through which the three rebar could pass (Figure 3.7), 
and each rebar was securely fastened to the top plate using a mount with three 
set screws as shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.2: Experimental apparatus (pivoting rebar movement setup). 
 
Figure 3.3: Experimental apparatus (pivoting rebar movement setup). 
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Figure 3.4: Experimental apparatus (translation rebar movement setup). 
 
Figure 3.5: Experimental apparatus (translation rebar movement setup). 
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Figure 3.6: Cam used to adjust magnitude of differential movements. 
 
Figure 3.7: Top plate of experimental apparatus. 
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Figure 3.8: Mount used to secure rebar via three set screws. 
Figure 3.9 displays each load cell and also the locations at which each of the 
four linear variable differential transducers (LVDT) recorded movement.  
Because the motor was applying an unknown and variable force to the top plate 
in order to simulate differential movements, load cells were added in order to 
measure the applied force to each rebar.  While it was likely that the one-third of 
the applied force was being distributed into each rebar since they were all the 
same size (#4), one load cell was placed at the top of each rebar to verify that 
the load was being distributed evenly.  The mount in which each rebar was 
secured was mechanically attached to one of the load cells so that a direct 
measurement of force could be recorded for each rebar. 
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Figure 3.9: Location of Load Cells and LVDTs. 
Four LVDTs were placed on the apparatus as shown in Figure 3.9.  One 
recorded the precise movement of the top plate so that the amplitude of applied 
differential movements would be known.  In addition, one LVDT recorded the 
movement of each rebar near the surface of the concrete so that movement of 
the rebar in the setting concrete would be known.  These LVDTs took readings of 
the movement for each of the three rebar at a location approximately 1” above 
the surface of the concrete (Figure 3.10).  Note that concrete has not been 
placed in the specimens shown in Figure 3.10, though, it would have been filled 
to the top of the plastic cylinders had it been placed.  Ideally, the LVDTs should 
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have been measuring the movement at the surface of the concrete, but due to 
dimension limitations from the actual LVDT devices, each LVDT recorded rebar 
movement approximately 1” above the surface of the concrete.  It should be 
mentioned that before any displacement treatments were performed, all LVDTs 
were calibrated.  This calibration information can be found in Appendix D. 
 
Figure 3.10: Location of LVDT readings on rebar. 
Two scenarios were considered for movement along the length of the rebar: 
1) translation of the whole rebar so that the top and bottom of each rebar moved 
the same horizontal distance and 2) angular rotation of the rebar so that the top 
of the rebar moved while the bottom of the rebar pivoted about a defined point.  
These two scenarios are displayed in Figure 3.11, respectively.  For the 
translation scenario, a detachable frame was fastened to the top plate of the 
apparatus so that an additional support to each rebar was located approximately 
13 inches below the set screws as seen in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.  Having two 
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supports on each rebar separated by 13 inches essentially made the rebar 
behave as if they had a fixed support boundary condition at the top.  Therefore, 
assuming the rebar behaved rigidly, the entire rebar translated the same 
horizontal distance when movement was applied to the top of the plate.  This 
assumed behavior is shown in Figure 3.11a. 
 
Figure 3.11: a) Translation of rebar, b) Angular rotation of rebar. 
There is uncertainty in how a rebar actually behaves in a practical scenario 
such as a concrete stitch connecting two bridge decks.  While past research has 
tested rebar in such a manner as to cause the rebar to translate through 
concrete, angular rotation of rebar in concrete has not been considered, though 
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testing for effect of angular rotation on bond strength has been suggested 
(Montero, 1980).  Thus, part of the scope of this study was to investigate the 
effect of angular rotation on bond strength between steel and concrete.  In order 
to achieve the desired angular rotation, the rebar was forced to pivot about a 
point in the concrete cylinder as shown in Figure 3.11b.  This pivoting point was 
created by using a small metal tripod.  The tripod was made by welding three 
legs of 1/ ” steel rod to a small nut, and then the tripod was inserted into the 
plastic cylinder.  One end of each rebar used for the angular rotation tests was 
ground into a point so that the end of each rebar looked like a cone.  This point 
was then placed in the nut so that the tripod could readily force the rebar to pivot 
about that point (the nut) and effectively mimic angular rotation. 
The diameter of the tripod was larger than the 6-inch inner radius of the 
plastic cylinder, so the legs of the tripod provided a natural spring resistance 
force by pressing against the inner side of the plastic cylinder after being 
inserted.  Employing such a design allowed the desired bond length of the rebar 
to be easily adjusted simply by raising or lowering the metal tripod within the 
plastic cylinder.  Each tripod was approximately 1 inch tall, so a bond length up to 
11 inches could be provided in the 12-inch tall cylinders.  If a weaker concrete 
was used, the bond length could be lengthened by lowering the tripod in the 
plastic cylinder.  If a stronger grout material was used and, consequently, a 
shorter bond length was required, a circular foam insert of any height could be 
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inserted into the bottom of the plastic cylinder so as not to waste grout material.  
However, foam inserts were not used during the course of this study. 
It is believed that this second scenario – angular rotation of the rebar – is a 
more realistic behavior of rebar as the rebar moves in freshly placed concrete on 
bridge decks whether the concrete be in a shear key, longitudinal closure pour or 
transverse deck joint.  The actual point about which the rebar pivots could be 
located further beyond the tip of the rebar at some arbitrary point, or it could be 
closer to the surface of the concrete, which represents the grout-precast 
interface.  If this were the case, the pivoting point could be constrained at the 
surface by securing a small washer at the surface of the concrete and passing 
the rebar through the washer.  This scenario would allow the washer to behave 
as a pin and consequential pivoting point at the concrete surface. 
Applied Differential Movements 
Differential movements were applied to the tested specimens in order to 
mimic the vibrations resulting from highway traffic, construction equipment, heavy 
machinery or even excessive foot traffic in the field.  Movements were applied to 
the rebar using a motor mounted to the side of the test apparatus as seen in 
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.4.  Figure 3.12 demonstrates the differential movement 
cycles applied.  For all displacement treatments throughout the course of this 
study, the cycle time was maintained at 30 seconds.  The movement period was 
held at 5 seconds with a constant delay of 25 seconds between movement 
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periods.  Two amplitudes – one larger and one smaller – were considered for 
each rebar movement type.   
 
Figure 3.12: Applied differential movement schedule (Swenty & Graybeal, 
2012)           . 
 
Three time sequences were considered during testing.  The first time 
sequence applied differential movements without any time delays.  The other two 
time sequences were developed in an effort to encapsulate a critical time widow 
during which differential movements are detrimental to bond strength.  Thus, the 
three time sequences used are described: 
 The first time sequence applied differential movements for the full 
length of the displacement treatment – 8 hours. 
 The second time sequence applied movements only before initial set of 
the concrete.  With such a time sequence, the concrete would still be 
wet when the differential movements ceased to be applied thus 
allowing the still fluid concrete to readily flow back around the deflected 
rebar.   
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 The third time sequence applied movements only after final set of the 
concrete.  The belief here was that after the concrete had set, the 
movements would likely not be able to diminish bond strength since 
the concrete had hardened.  Potentially, minimal crushing of the 
concrete along the length of the embedded potion of rebar may have 
occurred resulting in slightly reduced bond strength.   
These time sequences are demonstrated in Figure 3.13.  Of the two 
amplitudes considered during testing, only the larger amplitude was employed for 
the tests investigating the various time sequences. 
 
Figure 3.13: Illustration of time sequences used during testing. 
To effectively identify each set of test specimens, a unique label was used.  
Each label consisted of a combination of six letters and numbers.  The first 
character was either the letter P or T to indicate rebar movement type, either 
“ ivoting” or “Translation”, respectively.  The second character was always the 
letter A to indicate “Amplitude.”  The third character in the se uence was either 1 
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or 2.  The larger differential movement amplitude was indicated using a 1, while 2 
indicated the smaller differential movement amplitude.  The fourth character was 
always the letter T indicating “Time Se uence.”  The fifth character was either the 
number 1, 2 or 3.  Applied movements for the full duration of the displacement 
treatment was indicated using a 1.  Applied movements only before initial set of 
the concrete was indicated using a 2. Applied movements only after final set of 
the concrete was indicated using a 3.  The sixth and final character was also 
either the number 1, 2 or 3 and was preceded by a hyphen.  The sixth number 
indicated either the first, second or third specimen from each displacement 
treatment.  Table 3.1 summarizes the labeling methodology. 
Table 3.2 shows all of the displacement information for each specimen while 
Table 3.3 displays the average displacement information for each set of three 
specimens.  All values in these tables are for locations one inch above the 
concrete surface.  Notice in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 how the measured 
movement of the rebar decreases from before initial set to after final set and still 
further at the end of the 8 hour long displacement treatment.  During all of these 
displacement treatments, the top plate was displaced a constant cyclical distance 
so that the “expected initial” displacement would be achieved within each rebar.  
However, as can be seen the displacements decrease throughout the duration of 
the test thus indicating that the rebar were not remaining rigid but, instead, were 
experiencing more and more bending as the concrete set. 
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Table 3.1: Methodology of specimen labeling. 
 
Notice the last column of values in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.  These were the 
recorded displacements at the completion of each displacement treatment.  The 
final displacements for rebar from the T1 time sequences are quite high relative 
to the other specimens.  This was empirically evident not only based on a gap 
around the rebar visible to the naked eye but also by the ease with which the 
rebar could be jiggled in the specimens.  For the T2 and T3 time sequences, the 
gaps were barely noticeable and movement of the rebar could hardly be felt, if at 
all, when agitated.  No movement could be felt in the control specimens, as 
expected. 
Let it be stated that the actual insitu amplitude, frequency and duration of 
differential movements experienced in various structures is unknown.  Though 
Character Order Character Meaning Indicates
P Pivoting Type of rebar movement
T Translation Type of rebar movement
Second A Amplitude
Amplitude of applied 
differential movement
1 Larger amplitude See Tables 3.2 and 3.3
2 Smaller amplitude See Tables 3.2 and 3.3
Fourth T Time Sequence
Duration of time during 
which movements were 
applied
1 Time Sequence 1
Movements for entire 
displacement treatment
2 Time Sequence 2
Movements applied only 
before initial set
3 Time Sequence 3
Movements applied only 
after final set
1 Specimen 1 Specimen number
2 Specimen 2 Specimen number






some studies have been completed in order to record these magnitudes, reality 
is that the magnitude is highly dependent upon a plethora of variables including 
stiffness of the structure, mass of the applied load, velocity of the load, presence 
of multiple loads, etc.  The magnitudes selected for this study were chosen to 
show that very minimal displacement can potentially cause significant bond loss. 
Table 3.2: Displacement information for each tested specimen. 
 
Expected Initial Before Initial Set After Final Set At end of 8 hours




PA1T1-1 0.047 0.027 0.015
PA1T1-2 0.042 0.027 0.015
PA1T1-3 0.044 0.029 0.016
PA1T2-1 0.041 - -
PA1T2-2 0.041 - -
PA1T2-3 0.047 - -
PA1T3-1 - 0.008 0.002
PA1T3-2 - 0.006 0.002
PA1T3-3 - * *
PA2T1-1 0.027 0.014 0.005
PA2T1-2 0.025 0.011 0.002
PA2T1-3 * * *
TA1T1-1 0.035 0.016 0.010
TA1T1-2 0.034 0.014 0.008
TA1T1-3 0.033 0.016 0.012
TA1T2-1 0.035 - -
TA1T2-2 0.032 - -
TA1T2-3 0.036 - -
TA1T3-1 - 0.006 0.003
TA1T3-2 - 0.005 0.002
TA1T3-3 - 0.007 0.003
TA2T1-1 0.017 0.006 0.001
TA2T1-2 0.015 0.006 0.001
TA2T1-3 0.017 0.006 0.003
Specimen
N/A













Table 3.3: Average displacement information for each set of three 
specimens. 
 
Curing the Concrete Specimens 
All concrete cylinders were removed from the injection molded plastic 
cylinders within 24 hours of completing the displacement treatment.  The 
concrete cylinders were not placed in a curing room for the curing process.  
Instead, they were all kept in a cool room exposed to air.  Such curing conditions 
are believed to be realistic conditions in the field where an ideal curing 
Expected Initial Before Initial Set After Final Set At end of 8 hours
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environment cannot be provided.  Furthermore, the curing process was not 
deemed critical for the experiment.  Since all concrete cylinders were cured in the 
same environment, all measured pullout strengths were relative to one another.  
It should be noted that it rained at various times and the external temperature 
fluctuated throughout the month long testing process.  Thus, the curing 
conditions for the cast specimens likely changed slightly between various tests. 
Pullout Test Setup 
Pullout tests were performed to measure the bond strength of the rebar.  The 
concrete specimens were allowed to cure 10 days before pullout tests were 
conducted.  A hydraulic jack was used to apply a pullout force to each rebar.  A 
6” x 6” x 0.5” steel bearing plate with a 3-inch diameter hole in the middle was 
first placed on the top of the cylinder, as shown in Figure 3.14.  The 3-inch hole 
was there so as not to create excessive bearing forces at the bearing plate-
concrete cylinder interface right around the steel rebar (Swenty & Graybeal, 
2012).  Such excessive bearing forces right next to the steel rebar would have 
increased the bond strength due to the localized compressive forces near the top 
of the embedded portion of the rebar.  The jack was then placed on top of the 
steel bearing plate, and another steel bearing plate of the same dimensions but 
with only a 1-inch diameter hole in its middle was then placed on top of the jack.  
A coupler was lowered over the rebar and then securely fastened to the rebar 
using six screws so that the bottom of the coupler was snug against the top 
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surface of the steel bearing plate on top of the hydraulic jack.  The coupler was 
used for convenience and was not actually coupling bars.  It kept the top bearing 
plate from sliding along the rebar.  While pumping the jack, a pressure gauge 
was used to measure the required force for failure.  Failure was designated by 1) 
rebar pullout (indicated by a sharp drop in hydraulic pressure), 2) rebar yielding 
(indicated by minimal increase in pressure reading but large extension of the 
hydraulic jack head), or 3) rebar fracture. 
Notice in Figure 3.14 that a steel split mold as well two steel band clamps 
were used to provide confinement during the pullout tests.  The band clamps 
were placed only at the top of the specimen because the rebar was embedded 
only 6 inches into the cylinder.  Thus, only the top half of the cylinder needed 
confinement.  The band clamps were redundant confinement just in case the 
steel bolts used to tighten the steel split mold yielded and fractured. Initially, no 
confinement was provided in preliminary testing.  However, the first three sets of 
concrete specimens all resulted in splitting failures.  Thus, the pullout tests were 
effectively measuring the strength capacity of the concrete and not the 
diminished bond strength of the rebar.  After providing confinement to the 




Figure 3.14: Pullout test setup. 
Compression Test Setup 
All compression testing was completed using a Test Mark CM-5000-LXI high 
capacity compression testing machine.  This machine is known for its high range 
of accuracy (±0.5% of indicated load from 1% to machine capacity), and this 
machine exceeds both frame rigidity and accuracy requirements for ACI and 
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ASTM, thus, making it an excellent machine for testing high performance 
concretes.  After completion of pullout testing, the four 3” by 6” concrete cylinders 
from each displacement treatment were tested for compressive strength. 
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  CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
Introduction 
Pullout tests were conducted for all specimens in order to quantify bond 
strength.  Results were then compared to control specimens, and bond loss was 
determined.  From the analysis, bond loss increased as amplitude of differential 
movements increased.  Also, the data clearly showed that there was a critical 
window of time during which differential movements adversely affected bond 
strength.  These two trends were observed in both pivoting and translational 
rebar movement. 
Preliminary Tests 
Using Equation 12-1 from ACI 318-11 (previously provided), Quikrete® Non-
Shrink Precision Grout required a development length of a little over 6 inches 
when the “plastic consistency” was used.  Therefore, the initial design required 
the rebar to have 6 inches of embedment length, which is what was used 
throughout testing.  However, in the end, the “Fluid consistency” mix design was 
used during mixing so that the grout would be more fluid and allow for better 
placement in the cylinders.  The embedment length was not adjusted to account 
for this change in design.  Compared to the “ lastic” design mix that provided 14 
ksi of compressive strength, the “Fluid” design mix was weaker with a maximum 
28-day compressive strength of 8 ksi.  Therefore, a little over 8 inches of 
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embedment length should have been required.  Nevertheless, 6 inches were 
provided, and the belief was that all pullout tests should have resulted in pullout 
failure since insufficient development length was provided. 
 
Figure 4.1: Splitting failure of control specimen. 
After completing the first set of pullout tests on the control specimens in which 
no confinement was provided, each specimen resulted in a splitting failure as 
demonstrated in Figure 4.1.  Initially, this was of minimal concern.  As long as the 
specimens that underwent differential movements (referred to as “disturbed 
specimens”) achieved pull-through failures, the splitting failures of the control 
specimens would have merely verified that the bond strength was significantly 
reduced after differential movements were applied.  However, after completing 
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the first set of pullout tests on disturbed specimens, each specimen also failed 
due to splitting of the concrete (Figure 4.2). Notice that the cracks extend only 
about halfway down the height of the specimen because the rebar was 
embedded only half the height of the specimen. 
 
Figure 4.2: Splitting failure of disturbed specimen. 
The splitting was severe enough so that the specimens subjected to pivoting 
rebar movement actually broke apart.  Upon inspection of the broken pieces of 
the cylinder, an insightful observation was made regarding the bond 
performance.  When looking at the specimen pieces, there was a clear sign of 
distress along the bottom half of the bond length (Figure 4.3).  These distress 
marks were a result of the ribs of the rebar engaging the concrete during pullout 
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testing.  Thus, there was minimal movement of the rebar near the bottom of the 
embedded portion and, consequently, a small gap.  These distress marks verify 
that a gap of significant enough size had formed around the rebar during testing 
so that the physical engagement of the rebar deformations with the concrete was 
essentially nonexistent for the top half of the bond. 
After splitting failure of the first set of disturbed specimens, a new set of 
control and disturbed specimens were created.  Confinement was then provided 
for pullout testing (Figure 3.14), and no more splitting failures occurred. 
 
Figure 4.3: Distress marks from rebar during pullout testing. 
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Displacement Treatment Results 
Time Sequence 1 (T1) 
All variations in amplitude testing were run using the first time sequence – T1 
– which applied differential movements for the full duration of the displacement 
treatment.  After analyzing the data, clear trends in rebar behavior were observed 
among all rebar specimens for each data set – PA1T1, PA2T1, TA1T1, and 
TA2T1.  LVDT readings showed that, initially, the rebar movement was large and 
close to the expected initial movements which are listed in Table 3.2 and Table 
3.3.  However, there was a sudden and sharp decline in rebar displacement after 
a short period of time when the Quikrete® Non-Shrink Precision Grout began to 
set.  This trend can be observed in Figure 4.4.  Shortly after the initial decline in 
rebar displacement, the rapidly descending slope began to stabilize and 
decrease at a much slower, yet constant, rate until the completion of the 
displacement treatment at 8 hours.  This trend was universal among all rebar 
samples in each of the four T1 sequence tests.  Had the rebar remained rigid, the 
displacement would have remained constant as illustrated in Figure 4.4.  
However, the LVDT reading indicates that the rebar began to bend as the 
concrete started to provide increasing resistance. 
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Figure 4.4: LVDT reading for rebar #1 from PA1T1 displacement treatment. 
A similar, yet inverse, trend was witnessed in the load cell readings for each 
rebar (Figure 4.5).  Initially, minimal load was required to move the rebar 
because the concrete was still fluid.  However, shortly after placement, the 
concrete began to set and the load required to move the rebar began to rapidly 
increase.  Again, after the steep incline, the slope began to level off and actually 
slightly reduce before increasing at a steady rate until the completion of the 
displacement treatment.  This trend was also universal among all rebar in each of 




















Total Elapsed Time 
Initial decline 
Slope begins to stabilize 
Theoretical movement of the 
rebar assuming rigid behavior 
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Figure 4.5: Load cell #1 reading from PA1T1 displacement treatment. 
In Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, the left dashed line represents the approximate 
time of the initial set of Quikrete® Non-Shrink Precision Grout while the right line 
represents the approximate time of final set.  As seen in both figures, the slopes 
remain relatively constant after the final set.  The gradual decrease in 
displacement and respective increase in load after final set was likely due to 
shrinkage of the grout as water steadily evaporated.  In Figure 4.5, a slight 
decrease in load after the final set can be seen.  The concrete was still pliable 
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Slope begins to stabilize 
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was due to crushing of the concrete right around the rebar along its entire 
embedded length as the rebar continued to undergo differential movements. 
Time Sequences 2 and 3 (T2 and T3) 
Based on the observations from the T1 sequence displacement treatments, it 
seemed that the initial and final sets of the grout were encapsulating the critical 
time window during which differential movements were potentially detrimental to 
bond strength.  Thus, two time sequences were selected to test this hypothesis.  
After inspecting all LVDT displacement charts for each rebar in each of the four 
T1 sequence tests, the initial set was occurring approximately 15 minutes after 
the displacement treatment was initiated.  The times varied somewhat, but the 
fact that it took slightly different amounts of time to both mix and place the 
concrete between tests accounted for these discrepancies.  Therefore, time 
sequence 2 (T2) was selected so that differential movements would be applied 
for only the first 15 minutes after placement.  No movements were applied for the 
remaining 7 hours and 45 minutes. 
The final set seemed to be occurring between 30 and 35 minutes after the 
displacement treatments were begun.  Thus, time sequence 3 (T3) was chosen 
so that differential movements would be applied to the rebar only after the final 
set had occurred.  Consequently, T3 sequence applied no differential movements 
for the first 45 minutes of the displacement treatment but then applied 
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movements for the remaining 7 hours and 15 minutes.  These time sequences 
are demonstrated in Figure 3.13. 
The LVDT reading for rebar #1 from PA1T2 displacement treatment is shown 
in Figure 4.6.  Notice that the magnitude of displacement is constant, which 
indicates that the differential movements were applied only before initial set.  
After inspecting all of the LVDT readings for each rebar from both T2 sequence 
treatments, the data showed that during the translation test – TA1T2 – the 
differential movements actually continued to be applied shortly after initial set 
because the magnitude of displacement began to decrease (Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.7: LVDT reading for rebar #1 from TA1T2 displacement treatment. 
The load cell reading for the first rebar from PA1T2 displacement treatment is 
shown in Figure 4.8.  Just like the displacement remained constant in Figure 4.6, 
the load remained constant before initial set.  It is quite interesting to follow the 
line after differential displacements were ceased.  The shape of the line is quite 
similar to the bottom edge of the load cell reading shown in Figure 4.5.  The peak 
indicates the time at which initial set occurred followed by the slight decrease in 
load.  Then the load began to increase at a steady rate for the remaining 7 hours 
and 45 minutes, thus, proving that the rebar remained stationary as the grout 
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Figure 4.8: Load cell #1 reading from PA1T2 displacement treatment. 
The LVDT reading for rebar #1 from PA1T3 displacement treatment is shown 
in Figure 4.9.  This figure displays the LVDT reading only for 7 hours and 15 
minutes of elapsed time.  LabVIEW did not record data for the 45 minute delay 
before the displacement treatment was started.  While the resolution appears 
poor, notice the magnitude of displacement.  Each step represents a change in 
magnitude of only 0.001 inches.  Thus, immediately after the displacement 
treatment was started, a maximum displacement of only 0.008 inches was 
recorded.  This implies that after final set occurred, the differential movements 
had minimal effect on movement of the embedded portion of rebar.  As seen in 
Figure 4.9, the displacement gradually decreased until the rebar was 
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Figure 4.9: LVDT reading for rebar #1 from PA1T3 displacement treatment. 
The load cell reading for rebar #1 from PA1T3 displacement treatment is 
displayed in Figure 4.10.  Like Figure 4.9, only the last 7 hours and 15 minutes of 
time are shown because load data was not collected by LabVIEW for the initial 
45 minute delay.  Similar to the trend observed in Figure 4.5, the load temporarily 
decreases after differential movements are initiated.  Again, this is believed to be 
the result of the rebar crushing the concrete next to the rebar.  However, 
compare the magnitude of load applied in this figure to that applied in Figure 4.5.  

























shown in Figure 4.9.  This indicates that there was only a small gap around the 
rebar after differential movements were applied.  Thus, the rebar came into 
contact with hardened concrete sooner and, consequently, required more force 
to be displaced.  The trends seen in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 imply that the 
differential movements had a small effect on bearing after the final set and, as a 
result, minimal effect on bond strength. 
 
Figure 4.10: Load cell #1 reading from PA1T3 displacement treatment. 
Three supplemental videos are provided that show the behavior of the 
concrete during different time periods of the displacement treatment.  Each short 
video shows one of the embedded rebar undergoing two cycles of differential 
movement at different points in time during the setting process.  Note that these 










































Video 1: Fluid Concrete Behavior (RebarMovingInFluidConcrete-Andrews.mp4) 
shows a rebar being displaced in fluid concrete.  As seen in the video, the 
concrete readily flows back around the rebar.  Video 2: Pliable Concrete 
Behavior (RebarMovingInPliableConcrete-Andrews.mp4) shows how the 
concrete behaves after the initial set but before the final set.  Notice in the video 
that after the rebar is moved and, consequently, displaces the concrete, the 
concrete still slightly flows back around the rebar.  The concrete has an almost 
spongy behavior.  The final video, Video 3: Plastic Concrete Behavior 
(RebarMovingInPlasticConcrete-Andrews.mp4), demonstrates the behavior of 
concrete after final set.  As shown, the concrete remains stationary after the 
rebar is displaced.  It does not flow back around the rebar at all.  Thus, a clear 
gap is present which remains even after the displacement cycle has stopped.  
These three videos support the selection of the three time sequences chosen for 
the course of this study. 
Pullout Test Results 
Pullout tests were completed on each specimen 10 days after casting.  A 
hydraulic jack was used to apply a tensile force to each rebar, and a pressure 
gauge was used to record the change in pressure required to complete the 
pullout test.  A sketch of the pullout test setup can be found in Figure 3.14.  Table 
4.1 lists the forces required to cause failure in each specimen.  Notice the failure 
mechanism associated with each specimen.  Most specimens failed due to 
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pullout.  However, rebar yielding did occur in many specimens, and three pullout 
tests actually resulted in rebar fracture.  All three of these fractures occurred in 
specimens subjected to the T3 time sequence, indicating that this time sequence 
had minimal effect on bond strength. Notice that the coefficient of variation is 
quite low for all specimen sets except PA1T2, PA1T3 and TA1T3.  Each of these 
specimen sets had one rebar fail at an unusually low stress as seen in the Table 
4.1, so the data for these three specimens was later omitted during analysis. 
Table 4.1: Pullout capacities of all specimens (raw data). 
 
Pullout  Capacity Avg Pullout
[lb] [lb]
Control - 1 20758 Rebar yielding Straight
Control - 2 19855 Pullout Straight
Control - 3 19855 Rebar yielding Straight
PA1T1-1 16426 Pullout Straight
PA1T1-2 18050 Pullout Straight
PA1T1-3 17148 Pullout Straight
PA1T2-1 20036 Pullout Straight
PA1T2-2 15523 Rebar yielding Straight
PA1T2-3 20216 Pullout Straight
PA1T3-1 18772 Rebar yielding Straight
PA1T3-2 15523 Rebar fracture Straight
PA1T3-3 21119 Rebar fracture Straight
PA2T1-1 18411 Pullout Angled
PA2T1-2 18411 Pullout Angled
PA2T1-3 17689 Pullout Straight
TA1T1-1 17328 Pullout Straight
TA1T1-2 17689 Pullout Angled
TA1T1-3 17328 Pullout Straight
TA1T2-1 19675 Pullout Straight
TA1T2-2 21299 Pullout Straight
TA1T2-3 21299 Pullout Angled
TA1T3-1 18411 Pullout Angled
TA1T3-2 15523 Rebar fracture Straight
TA1T3-3 21660 Rebar yielding Straight
TA2T1-1 19494 Pullout Angled
TA2T1-2 20036 Pullout Straight


























After completing each pullout test, visual inspection of the surface of each 
specimen indicated the type of pullout failure experienced by each specimen.  
The specimen surface of Control-1 is shown in Figure 4.11: Surface of Control-1 
specimen after pullout test..  Notice the mill scale which resulted from the yielding 
of the rebar during the pullout test.  Also, notice how the concrete forms a circular 
crack around the rebar with approximately a 3-inch diameter.  This is the result of 
the steel bearing plate used, which had a 3-inch diameter hole in the middle to 
reduce compressive stresses developed along the embedded portion of the rebar 
during pullout testing. 
 
Figure 4.11: Surface of Control-1 specimen after pullout test. 
Compare the surface of Control-1 specimen to that of specimen TA1T1-2 in 
Figure 4.12: Surface of specimen TA1T1-2 after pullout test..  Specimen TA1T1-
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2 experienced a pullout failure that is obvious in this figure.  There is much more 
breaking of the concrete on the surface of the specimen due to the rebar pulling 
out of the specimen.  Also notice that there is much less mill scale present, 
implying that minimal yielding of the rebar occurred before the bond failed.  
Similar observations are seen in Figure 4.13.  This rebar was pulled much further 
out of specimen PA2T1-1, and the broken concrete surface attests to this as well 
as the concrete residue along the lower portion of the rebar left from where it was 
previously embedded. 
 
Figure 4.12: Surface of specimen TA1T1-2 after pullout test. 
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Figure 4.13: Surface of specimen PA2T1-1 after pullout test. 
The failure surface of specimen TA1T3-2 is shown in Figure 4.14.  This 
pullout test resulted in rebar fracture.  However, notice in Table 4.1 that the force 
required for fracture was significantly lower than most failure loads listed.  This 
rebar failed at a stress that was very low relative to other rebar tested, so this 
value was later treated as an outlier in bond loss comparisons.  Also notice in 
Figure 4.14 that very minimal disruption of the concrete surface can be seen.  
This is indicative of the usually low stress required for fracture. 
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Figure 4.14: Surface of specimen TA1T3-2 after pullout test. 
The compressive strength of the grout batch associated with each set of 
specimens is shown in Table 4.2.  The last row of the table lists the average 
compressive strength of all cylinders tested as well as the coefficient of variation 
of all the specimens.  Notice that minimal variation occurred amongst the 
specimens.  Throughout this study, all cylinders were prepared with the same 
mix design.  Each 50 lb bag of concrete was assumed to have 50 lb of premix in 
it.  However, during testing, the realization that some of the 50 lb bags of premix 
actually had slightly more than 50 lb of premix was made. In retrospect, the 
premix should have been weighed so that only 50 lb of the bag was used.  This 
discrepancy accounts for some of the variation in compressive strength between 
batches.  The rest likely lies in slightly fluctuating curing conditions. 
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The compressive strengths listed in Table 4.2 were later used to normalize 
the bond capacity for each set of specimens.  Because the development length 
equation in ACI 318-11 uses the s uare root of f’c to calculate the required 
embedment length, all bond strengths were normalized by dividing the bond 
strength by f’c
0.5.  The normalization equation is shown below. 
                          √      
             
√   
 
The bond strength of each set of specimens was computed by dividing the 
average pullout load for that set of specimens by the surface area of the 
embedded rebar.  This equation is shown below. 
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The normalized bond strengths for each set of specimens can be found in 
Table 4.3.  The bond strengths were normali ed with respect to f’c
0.5.  The pullout 
capacities of specimens PA1T2-2, PA1T3-2 and TA1T3-2 have all been 
neglected for data comparison.  All three of these specimens failed at quite low 
stresses relative to all the other specimens.  In fact, all three of these specimens 
failed at the exact same stress.  Had the pullout test not been ceased for 
specimen PA1T2-2, this specimen too would have soon resulted in rebar 
fracture.  Compare the coefficients of variation for these three sets of specimens 
to those listed in Table 4.1 before the data was refined.  There is a significant 
reduction in the coefficients of variation listed in Table 4.3. 
Several of the specimens listed resulted in failure due to rebar yielding (Table 
4.1), which is not a failure of bond.  However, the bond strength was at least the 
strength required to cause yielding of the rebar and was thus used accordingly 
for data analysis.  Notice that all yielding and fracture occurred in either the 
control specimens or specimens from the T2 and T3 time sequence treatments.  
The expectation for all three of these specimen sets – control, T2 time sequence 
and T3 time sequence – was that bond strength would be minimally affected, and 
these failure mechanisms support that expectation. 
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Table 4.3: Normalized bond strengths for each set of specimens. 
 
The last column of Table 4.3 list the percent differences in the normalized 
bond strength when compared with the control specimens.  Hence, the control 
specimens, when compared to themselves, have a percent difference of 0.0 
percent as shown.  As expected, the largest percent differences occurred in 
specimens from the T1 time sequence treatments with differences as high as 
[psi] [lb] [lb] [psi] [(psi)
0.5
] [%]
Control - 1 20758
Control - 2 19855

























† Normlized by dividing the bond strength by f'c
0.5.



























































21.7 percent.  Of the T1 time sequence treatments, the largest losses ensued in 
the specimens subjected to the larger amplitude of differential movements – A1.  
The low percent differences from the T2 and T3 time sequence treatments imply 
minimal degradation of bond strength occurred.  As seen in Table 4.3, there was 
only a 1.1 percent difference in the T2 time sequence and only a 3.2 percent 
difference for the T3 time sequence for translational rebar movement.  These 
results support the hypothesis that T2 and T3 time sequences would effectively 
encompass the critical time window during which differential movements likely 
degrade bond performance. 
Effect of Amplitude on Bond Loss 
Figure 4.15 through Figure 4.18 provide visual comparisons of the pullout test 
results listed in Table 4.3.  The comparison of normalized bond strengths with 
respect to f’c
0.5 for varying amplitudes of differential movement is displayed in 
Figure 4.15.  The percent differences from the control specimens of the 
normalized bond strengths in Figure 4.15 are shown in Figure 4.16.  The larger 
amplitude, A1, caused more bond loss than the smaller amplitude, A2, for both 
pivoting and translation of the rebar.  As seen in Figure 4.16, there was nearly a 
22 percent difference for the larger amplitude subjected to pivoting and about a 
16 percent difference for the smaller amplitude.  For translation, the respective 
percent differences were approximately 17 and 10 percent for A1 and A2.   
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Although it appears that pivoting rebar movement caused more bond loss 
than translational rebar movement, a direct comparison of these two movements 
cannot be made because each set of specimens underwent a different 
magnitude of differential movement.  The magnitudes of differential movement 
are listed in Table 3.3.  A1 and A2 for pivoting were 0.044 and 0.026 inches, 
respectively, compared to only 0.034 and 0.016 inches, respectively, for 
translation rebar movement.  Thus, the larger degree of bond loss for pivoting 
rebar movement is in agreement with the magnitude of differential movement 
applied.  This same relationship between A1 and A2 displacement magnitudes 
for pivoting and translation rebar movement is true for all testing that was 
conducted.  Therefore, no direct comparison can be made between types of 
rebar movement.  Nevertheless, these results clearly show that a higher degree 
of bond loss occurs when a larger amplitude of differential movement is applied.  
This is true for both types of rebar movement. 
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Figure 4.15: Normalized bond strength for different amplitudes of 
differential movement. 
 
Figure 4.16: Percent difference from control of normalized bond strengths 































































Effect of Time Sequences on Bond Loss 
Bond strengths normali ed with respect to f’c
0.5 for all three time sequences 
are shown in Figure 4.17.  Notice that minimal bond loss occurs in time 
sequences T2 and T3 for both pivoting and translation.  T1 time sequence, 
however, shows significant loss when compared to the control.  Figure 4.18 
makes this comparison quite clear.  For pivoting, the percent difference for T1 
was about 22 percent while the differences for T2 and T3 were both under 5 
percent.  Similarly, for translation there was barely any bond loss for T2 and T3 
time sequences – only about 1 and 3 percent difference, respectively – but nearly 
17 percent difference for T1. 
 








































Figure 4.18: Percent difference from control of normalized bond strengths 
for different time sequences of differential movement. 
Figure 4.15 through Figure 4.18 indicate that there is indeed a critical time 
window during which differential movements are detrimental to bond 
performance.  For Quikrete® Non-Shrink Precision grout, this critical time window 
occurs roughly between 30 and 60 minutes after mixing is started.  The 
beginning of this initial window occurs right at the initial set of the concrete.  The 
end of this window seems to occur after final set since the 60 minute mark is 
after final set.  However, if further testing was conducted, this time window may 
be found to be shorter and actually close before final set occurs.  More testing 
that investigates time windows of different durations must be completed in order 
to confirm this possibility. 
Set times tend to be very specific for each cement in the market, but these set 




























C 150.  However, proprietary cementitious materials, such as Quikrete® Non-
Shrink Precision, have set times which are very specific and unique to that 
product.  Therefore, because most cementitious materials have different initial 
and final setting times, no critical window of time can be generically quantified 
and applied to all joint fill materials.  Instead, tests must be performed and 
material specific time sequences must be investigated for the specific 
cementitious material under consideration.  Another option is to look at product 
data sheets provided by the material manufacturer to see if information on set 
times is documented. 
It should be noted that all average pullout capacities for each set of 
specimens were above the required minimum yield strength of 60 ksi for steel.  
This relationship can be seen in Figure 4.19.  Because all bond strengths were 
stronger than the yield strength of the steel rebar, the literature used to develop 
ACI 318-11, Equation 12-1 for development length was inspected.  According to 
experimental data analysis, when “large covers and spacings” are provided, 
“predicted values for both splices and development length tend to be 
conservative [emphasis added]” (Jirsa, Lutz, & Gergely, 1979).  Covers and 
spacings were defined as “large” when the relationship cb/db was larger than 2.5, 
where cb is the smaller of either the clear cover or half the spacing between 
rebar, and db is the diameter of the rebar.  Thus, for the tests conducted in this 
study, cb was taken as 2.75 inches, and the rebar diameter was 0.5 inches.  
Consequently, cb/db was equal to 5.5 which is larger than 2.5 and, therefore, 
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verifies that the data should have been conservative because the specimens 
were well confined.  Even though two additional inches of development length 
should have been provided based on the compressive strength of the concrete, it 
seems that the development length equation was significantly conservative 
enough to counterbalance this deficiency.  Furthermore, according to studies in 
the review of literature, high performance concretes require quite short 
development lengths.  Therefore, it is likely that ACI 318-11, Equation 12-1 
provides a development length that is longer than necessary for a high 
performance concrete.  Regardless, the bond loss data presented above clearly 
indicate that larger amplitudes will result in increased bond loss and that there is 
a critical time window during which differential movements will damage the bond 
between concrete and steel.  As long as differential movements are applied 
outside of this window of time, bond losses will be minimal. 
 




























] Minimum Specified Yield Strength of Grade 60 #4 Rebar 
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  CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY 
Conclusions 
Through experimental research, this study evaluated the bond performance of 
rebar subjected to differential movements while the cementitious material in 
which they were embedded was setting.  The research investigated three primary 
parameters and their effect on bond loss.  The first parameter researched was 
the amplitude of applied differential movements.  Two amplitudes were used, one 
larger and one smaller.  The second parameter studied how the duration of time 
during which the rebar undergo differential movements may impact bond 
performance.  Three time sequences were considered for this parameter: 1) 
differential movements applied to the rebar for the full duration (8 hours) of the 
displacement treatment, 2) differential movements applied only before the initial 
set of the concrete, and 3) differential movements applied only after the final set 
of the concrete.  The third and final parameter considered was the effect of rebar 
movement on bond strength.  Two types of rebar movement were investigated.  
The first was angular rotation of the rebar in which the tip of the embedded rebar 
pivoted about a fixed point.  The second movement type was linear translation in 
which the rebar translated the same horizontal distance along its full length 
assuming rigid behavior of the bar. 
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Conclusions about Magnitude of Differential Movements 
For pivoting of the rebar, the average larger amplitude of differential 
movements applied was 0.044 inches.  Compared to control specimens, a bond 
loss of 21.7 percent was observed.  An average amplitude of 0.026 inches was 
applied for the smaller magnitude of differential movements.  A 15.9 percent 
reduction in bond strength resulted.  These losses are demonstrated in Figure 
4.15 and Figure 4.16. 
For translation of the rebar, the rebar were subjected to 0.034 inches of 
differential movement on average for the larger amplitude.  A noticeable bond 
loss of 16.6 percent occurred when examined against control.  The smaller 
average amplitude of differential movements applied equaled 0.016 inches.  The 
measured bond loss was 9.5 percent in relation to the control bond strength.  
These reductions in bond strength can be seen in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16.  
Therefore, the larger the amplitude applied, the larger the degradation will be in 
bond strength, which was true for both pivoting and translation of the rebar. 
Conclusions about Time Sequences of Differential Movements 
The results conclusively support the notion that there is a critical window of 
time during the setting process in which differential movements, if applied, will 
cause bond loss.  For Quikrete® Non-Shrink Precision grout, this critical window 
of time begins approximately 30 minutes after mixing is started and ends 
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approximately 60 minutes after mixing is started.  These times correspond to the 
initial and final sets of Quikrete® Non-Shrink Precision grout. 
For time sequence one (T1) – differential movements applied for the full 
duration (8 hours) of the displacement treatment – there were bond losses of 
21.7 and 16.6 percent for pivoting and translation, respectively, when compared 
to control bond strengths.  However, for time sequence 2 (T2) – differential 
movements only before initial set – very minimal reductions in bond strength 
were witnessed.  Bond losses were only 4.4 and 1.1 percent for pivoting and 
translation, respectively.  Similarly, for T3 time sequence – differential 
movements only after the final set – respective bond losses were 4.3 and 3.2 
percent for pivoting and translation. 
Thus, if differential movements were applied during this critical window of time 
– after initial set and before final set – significant bond losses developed.  
However, as long as differential movements were applied outside of this window 
of time, only small bond losses (all under 5 percent) occurred.  Figure 4.17 and 
Figure 4.18 both validate this conclusion about time sequences on bond loss. 
Conclusions about Type of Rebar Movement for Differential Movements 
No definitive comparisons between types of rebar movement could be made 
because magnitudes of applied differential movements were not the same for 
pivoting and translation.  However, the same trends were observed for both types 
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of rebar movement.  Larger amplitudes resulted in larger reductions in bond 
strength for both pivoting and translation.  Also, a critical window of time was 
seen for both pivoting and translation of the bars.  As long as differential 
movements are restricted so that they occur only outside of the time limits for this 
window, then resulting bond losses will be minimal. 
Contributions 
Based on the conclusions of this research, the following contributions can be 
offered: 
 The effects of differential movements on bond loss need to be further and 
more extensively investigated because differential movements do appear 
to cause significant reduction in bond strength. 
 A workable testing apparatus and test method for applying differential 
movements to embedded rebar have been created which are not cost 
prohibitive when testing multiple parameters and multiple specimens.  
Furthermore, confinement provided during the pullout test procedure is 
valid considering the joint geometry of a closure pour.  Most rebar within 
closure pours will have sufficient confinement provided except perhaps 
rebar located at the ends of the closure pour. 
 In the future, when the effects of differential movements are better 
understood, the results of this study may be used to offer certain solutions 
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regarding the critical window of time during which differential movements 
are detrimental to bond strength.  Two potential solutions are as follows: 
o Control relative movements across joints during the critical window 
of curing by employing restrictions to construction crew activity and 
equipment usage throughout the construction process. 
o A revision in code.  If differential movements are not controlled 
during construction, then an amplification factor greater than one 
must be applied to the required development length. 
Recommendations for Future Work 
The results presented herein provide preliminary conclusions about different 
parameters of differential movements which affect bond strength.  By no means 
was a complete and fully extensive investigation performed.  Future research 
investigating these parameters in more detail is suggested.  Potential areas of 
study include: 
 Additional testing of various magnitudes of differential movements 
between 0.01 and 0.1 inches. 
 Testing of other cementitious materials in an effort to identify initial and 
final set times if not already provided by the manufacturer. 
 Additional testing of time sequences of varying lengths.  Perhaps the initial 
and final sets of the cementitious material are not the exact boundaries of 
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the critical time window during which differential movements, if applied, 
are detrimental. 
 Testing of high frequency differential movements. 
 Different pivoting points for angular rotation of rebar.  Perhaps angular 
rotation pivoting about the surface of the concrete specimens, which 
represents the precast-grout interface, could be investigated. 
 Testing of varying lengths of rebar embedment to see if there is a certain 
length that, once provided, does not result in noticeable diminished bond 
strength after applying differential movements.  Or, there may be a shorter 
embedment length, that once reached, proves to be a critical limit 
guaranteeing excessively large (50 percent or larger) bond losses. 
 Testing to determine the actual motion of rebar in field-cast closure pours 
subjected to differential movements.  Perhaps this motion is dependent 
upon the structure in which the joint is found, but a better prediction of how 














Grouts Approved by SCDOT 
 
  
1 day 3 days 7 days 28 days
1 day 3 days 7 days 28 days
Dayton SuperiorNon-Shrink Grout Sure-Grip Hi Performance Grout 5,000 8,000 10,000
Dayton SuperiorNon-Shrink Grout 1107 Advantage Grout N/A 4,500 5,800 6,800
CGM Non-Shrink Grout Pro Grout 90 4,650 5,625 6,605 7,805
ChemMaster Non-Shrink Grout Conset Grout 2,590 N/A 5,260 6,870
Dayton SuperiorNon-Shrink Grout Enduro 50 2,500 5,000 6,000 8,000
Dayton SuperiorNon-Shrink Grout Conspec 100 Non-Shrink 3,800 5,400 7,700 8,400
Euclid Non-Shrink Grout Hi-Flow Grout 3,000 4,800 5,000 8,500 Fluid
IPA Systems Non-Shrink Grout Penngrout 5,000 6,200 7,500 8,600
L&M Non-Shrink Grout Crystex 4,600 6,460 8,160 10,150
L&M Non-Shrink Grout Duragrout 2,300 N/A 7,000 8,300
Lambert Corp. Non-Shrink Grout Vibropruf #11 4,600 5,700 6,700 7,900
Lambert Corp. Non-Shrink Grout Vibropruf #20 N/A 5,430 9,753 10,210
BASF Non-Shrink Grout MASTERFLOW 928 4,000 5,000 6,700 8,000
BASF Non-Shrink Grout MASTERFLOW 713 3,200 4,800 6,500 7,500
BASF Non-Shrink Grout MASTERFLOW 555 3,700 4,500 6,500 7,500
Quikrete Non-Shrink Grout Fastset Nonshrink Grout 4,500 N/A 5,500 7,500
Sika Corp. Non-Shrink Grout SikaGrout 300 PT 3,000 5,000 7,000 8,000
Sika Corp. Non-Shrink Grout SikaGrout212 3,500 N/A 5,700 6,200
Sonneborn Non-Shrink Grout SONOGROUT 10K 1,600 3,800 5,100 6,200
Sonneborn Non-Shrink Grout 14K Hy Flow 2,000 3,000 6,500 8,000
Tamms Ind. Non-Shrink Grout Horn Non Shrink Grout 2,800 4,000 5,000 6,500
Burke Co. Non-Shrink Grout BURKE NON-FERROUS 3,800 5,400 7,700 8,400
Bonsal Non-Shrink Grout BONSAL F-77 2,200 6,500 7,400 8,800
WR Meadows Non-Shrink Grout SEALTIGHT CG-86 3,625 4,400 5,450 6,400
WR Meadows Non-Shrink Grout SEALTIGHT 588 4,500 5,500 6,500 9,200
1 day 3 days 7 days 28 days
Burke Co. Non-Shrink Grout Burke 621 Standard Grout N/A 4,500 5,800 8,000
Burke Co. Non-Shrink Grout BURKE NON-FERROUS 3,800 5,400 7,700 8,400
CGM Non-Shrink Grout Pro Grout 90 4,650 5,625 6,605 7,805
CGM Non-Shrink Grout Pro Grout 100 N/A 5,200 9,175 10,125
Dayton SuperiorNon-Shrink Grout Conspec 100 Non-Shrink 3,800 5,400 7,700 8,400
Dayton SuperiorNon-Shrink Grout Enduro 50 2,500 5,000 6,000 8,000
Dayton SuperiorNon-Shrink Grout Sure-Grip High Performance Grout 5,000 N/A 8,000 10,000
Dayton SuperiorNon-Shrink Grout Sure-Grip Utility Grout 4,000 6,500 7,300 8,700
Dayton SuperiorNon-Shrink Grout 1107 Advantage Grout N/A 4,500 5,800 6,800
Euclid Non-Shrink Grout NS Grout N/A 4,500 6,000 8,500
L&M Non-Shrink Grout Crystex 4,600 6,460 8,160 10,150
L&M Non-Shrink Grout Duragrout 2,300 N/A 7,000 8,300
BASF Non-Shrink Grout Embeco 636 Plus 3,300 5,500 7,000 8,500 Contains metallic aggregate
BASF Non-Shrink Grout MASTERFLOW 928 4,000 5,000 6,700 8,000
BASF Non-Shrink Grout MASTERFLOW 713 3,200 4,800 6,500 7,500
BASF Non-Shrink Grout MASTERFLOW 555 3,700 4,500 6,500 7,500
Quikrete Non-Shrink Grout Precision Grout #1585 3,000 9,000 9,500 12,500
Sika Corp. Non-Shrink Grout SikaGrout 300 PT 3,000 5,000 7,000 8,000
Sika Corp. Non-Shrink Grout SikaGrout212 3,500 N/A 5,700 6,200
Sika Corp. Non-Shrink Grout SilkaGrout 328 4,000 6,000 6,700 8,000
SpecChem Non-Shrink Grout SC Multipurpose 3,100 5,000 6,900 8,400
Tamms Ind. Non-Shrink Grout Tammsgrout Supreme 6,510 7,245 9,688 11,510
Unigrout Non-Shrink Grout Unigrout 3,000 4,800 6,500 8,700
WR Meadows Non-Shrink Grout SEALTIGHT CG-86 3,625 4,400 5,450 6,400
WR Meadows Non-Shrink Grout SEALTIGHT 588 4,500 5,500 6,500 9,200
Strength of Material - Flowable (Psi)
Various States Approved Product List





Screenshots of LabVIEW 
 
 
Figure B.1: “Sensor Parameters” input tab. 
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Figure D.1: Calibration chart for top plate LVDT. 
 
 
Figure D.2: Calibration chart for LVDT #1. 
 
y = -4.95x + 7.0692 





























y = -5.0357x + 7.5693 































Figure D.3: Calibration chart for LVDT #2. 
 
 




y = -5.0521x + 7.6511 





























y = -4.8736x + 7.3046 
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